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Webinar Logistics
We strongly recommend
calling in on your
telephone
Phone: 866-469-3239

Access Code:
632 274 023 #
Your Attendee ID:
Listed below the access
code in the box under
“Select Audio
Connection”.

To ask/ answer a
question, or share a
comments, please use
the Chat box on the
right hand side of the
screen

You can download these
slides on Noddlepod, &

from NACHC’s NEW
340B/ Rx webpage:
http://www.nachc.org/focusareas/policy-matters/340b/
Or go to NACHC.org and search
340B

• Operational Updates
• Focus Topic – The Intersection of
340B & Medicaid
• Q&A
• And Comment Box discussions
throughout…

OPERATIONAL UPDATES
Colleen Meiman
Senior Policy Advisor
National Association of Community Health Centers
cmeiman@nachc.org
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The Broader Environment
• Within health policy, drug pricing is
currently the “hot” issue.
• Addressing price inflation is
proving harder than many had
hoped.
• Drugs prices increased 10.5%
in the last 6 months.
• Since late June, the future of the ACA
is back in question.
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Status of Drug Pricing Initiatives
Initiative

Status

Eliminating PBM rebates in
Medicare and Medicaid Managed
Care
Changes to DIR fees

Not publishing a Final Rule

Limiting Medicare coverage for
drugs in “protected classes”

Changes not included in Final Rule

Requiring TV ads to show Rx list
prices
Excluding rebates from “medical
loss ratio” calculations

Blocked by courts

Changes not included in Final Rule

In effect
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Drug Pricing Ideas Under Consideration
Administration:
• Linking Medicare Part B reimbursement to prices in
other countries
• Allowing states to import drugs from other countries.
Congressional action
• Senate Finance Committee working on a package
• Discussing inflationary rebates (similar to Medicaid and
340B)
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Compliance!
• The importance of compliance can not
be overstated.

• Extremely complex; requires staying
up-to-date with ever-changing rules.
• Consider how important 340B is to
your FQHC and your patients.
Does your focus on 340B
compliance reflect this degree
of importance?
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Caution Needed
• If unfamiliar groups reach contact you with questions
or opportunities around 340B – be cautious!
• Several groups are actively seeking info or action
from health centers for reasons that are not aligned
with our patients’ best interest and/or the intent of
the program.
• The number of such group has skyrocketed in recent
months.
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If an unfamiliar group contacts you…
• Ask who is funding them and what their goals
are.
• Ask your health center colleagues if they know
the group
• Noddlepod is a good way to do this.

• Be particularly suspicious if they are offering
to increase your patients or 340B revenue
• If in doubt, please do not respond.
• One exception: Kalderos – a private group
seeking data re: duplicate discounts on behalf of
drug manufacturers
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Increased Announcements of
Overcharges
• The number of manufacturers publicly
acknowledging that they have overcharged
for 340B drugs has more than doubled this
year.
• FQHCs may start seeing checks from
manufacturers for overpayments.
• NACHC will monitor HRSA website
announcing overpayments & alert health
centers if action needed to receive
refunds.
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BPHC, OSVs, and SFS
• In 2015, BPHC added questions about 340B to
the official OSV protocol.
• They involved demonstrating appropriate P&Ps,
contracts, etc.

• Earlier this year, BPHC officially removed the
340B questions from the OSV protocol.
• However, there are recent reports that some
auditors are placing conditions on FQHCs for not
offering SFS discounts at contract pharmacies.
• We will discuss the rules in the Q&A section.
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HRSA 340B Audits - Latest News

• Getting conditions for not having
annual external audits.
• Lots of findings around clinicadministered drugs.

Are You Overpaying for Vaccines or IUDs?
• Neither vaccines nor IUDs are subject to mandatory discounts 340B.
• BUT… as a 340B provider, you are eligible for discounts on
vaccines, and $50 IUDs (similar to Mirena.)
For info on discounted vaccines, contact Apexus
at 888.340.BPVP or
apexusanswers@340Bpvp.com
For info on $50 IUDs, contact
mdiallo@medicines360.org or go
www.medicines360.org

340B University for FQHCs
• A full-day, free training on all
things 340B
• Focused exclusively on FQHCs.
• Most speakers are fellow
FQHCs
• Immediately before the NACHC
CHI, in the same hotel.
• Pre-Registration is required, and
is now available. (Google “340B
Univ”)

340B University Chicago- for
CHC/FQHC's ONLY
August 17, 2019
8:00 am - 4:45 pm
Breakfast served at 7:00 am
Hyatt Regency Chicago
151 East Wacker Dr
Chicago, IL 60601

Looking Ahead
• August – NO Rx Access Office Hours
(conflicts with NACHC CHI)
• Future Focus Topics:
• Tips for reviewing insurance contracts with your
pharmacy
• Implementing a bar-coding system to track
Clinic-Administered Drugs
• Your suggestions???

Summary of Operational Updates
1. Consider how important 340B is to your FQHC and your patients. Does your
focus on 340B compliance reflect this degree of importance?
2. If unfamiliar groups reach contact you with questions or opportunities around
340B – be cautious!
3. The number of manufacturers publicly acknowledging that they have
overcharged for 340B drugs has more than doubled this year.
4. Earlier this year, BPHC officially removed the 340B questions from the OSV
protocol.
5. Some FQHCs are getting conditions on their 340B audits for not having annual
external audits.
6. There are no Office Hours next month – but there’s a free full-day 340B
University just for FQHCs in Chicago on August 17.

Please do the 1-minute evaluation

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/CMPTMS2

Focus Topic:

The Intersection of
Medicaid and 340B

The Root of the Challenge
• Medicaid is the only other group in our pharmacy world that
is entitled -- under Federal law -- to savings on drugs
dispensed to its patients.

• When an FQHC provides a drug to a
Medicaid patient, there are two possible
discounts:
• FQHC – can get a 340B discount up-front
• Medicaid – can get a post-purchase rebate

The rules is clear that only one
discount can be provided – but
often not clear which one or how.

Duplicate Discounts
Duplicate discounts (aka “double dipping”) occur
when a manufacturer:
• Provides a discounted 340B price to the FQHC (or
other covered entity) at the time of purchase
and
• Pays a rebate to the state under the Medicaid Drug
Rebate Program for the same unit of drug after the
purchase.

Duplicate discounts are explicitly prohibited under
the 340B statute, so ensuring that duplicate
discounts do not occur is a key element of 340B
compliance.

The Challenges
These “dueling discounts” create several issues between Medicaid and 340B
providers:
• Financial and education issues – To
determine which party (Medicaid or FQHC)
gets the discounts, and/or absorbs the loss
• Administrative issues -- To ensure that
there are no duplicate discounts
• Liability issues - To determine who’s “on
the hook” if a duplicate discount does occur.

FFS vs. Managed Care
To further complicate matters, the rules are very
different for Fee-for-Service Medicaid than for
Medicaid managed care*.
• In general, there is more clarity in FFS, but the
potential benefit to health center patients – and the
need to stay abreast of developments -- is greater in
the managed care environment.
Note:
• Even if a patient “has Medicaid managed care”, their drugs may be covered under FFS.
• Clinic-administered drugs may be covered differently than dispensed drugs.

Fee-for-Service Reimbursement
• Since 2017, CMS regs have limited reimbursement for FFS drugs to
the sum of:
Actual Acquisition Cost (AAC)
plus
“professional dispensing fee” (pdf)
AAC: This ensure that Medicaid gets the
savings, as follows:
• If the FQHC purchases the drug under 340B, the
state gets the benefit of paying the 340B price (or
the even-lower price negotiated by Apexus, etc.
• If FQHC purchases outside 340B, then the state
gets to claim the rebate.

PDF: States were required
to adjust their pdf in 2017 to
reflect recent data and
actual costs.
• Now averaging $10$13 per prescription

Managed Care Reimbursement
Unlike under FFS, there are no Federal requirements
dictating how Medicaid must reimburse for Rx purchased
under managed care.
• There are no Federal rules requiring States to keep the savings,
but nothing preventing them from doing so.
• So health centers and PCAs should stay abreast of
developments in this area, and talk to their State Medicaid
agencies.

Where the Savings Go
• All Medicaid costs are split between the
Federal and State government.
• The lowest percentage the Feds every
contribute is 50%.
• For patients covered under the ACA
expansion, the Feds cover 90%.

• When “Medicaid” keeps the savings on
drugs dispensed to FQHC patients, at
least 50% of those savings are returned
to CMS, as opposed to staying in the
State.

Beyond the Savings…
• From the State Medicaid and MCOs’
perspectives, there are issues beyond who
gets the savings:
• Duplicate discounts – how to avoid these? How
much administrative effort will be required?
• Liability – Who is responsible to repay the
manufacturer if a duplicate discount occurs?

Avoiding Duplicate Discounts in FFS – The
Medicaid Exclusion File
• The MEF was HRSA’s initial effort to prevent duplicate
discounts.
• 340B providers who want to use 340B Rx for Medicaid patients must
register on the MEF, which is part of OPAIS.
• Recent experience indicates that you should list all Medicaid Billing Numbers that
might bill for 340B Rx, and associated NPIs.
• Must register by 15th day of last month of quarter, to be effective the first day of
the next quarter.

• States are to exclude all Rx billed by providers on the MEF from their
rebate requests.
HRSA has stated clearly that the MEF applies only to Fee-for-Service.
However, not all State Medicaid agencies are aware of this, or use the MEF
in that manner.

Avoiding Duplicate Discounts in Managed
Care
FQHCs can negotiate this with their state. There are two general
approaches:
#1. FQHCs inform the state re: which prescriptions were filled with 340B
drugs, and the state removes them from its rebate requests.
• The “devil is in the details” here – who receives the data, who
makes sure it’s accounted for correctly.
#2. No 340B drugs are provided to Medicaid patients.
• Called “carve OUT” – as in, Medicaid is OUTSIDE of your 340B
program.
• Then the state can request rebates on all drugs it paid for
without needing to remove those purchased under 340B.

Need State-Specific Info?
• Re: pdf levels, reimbursement under manage care, how to
avoid duplicate discounts, etc?
• You can:
• Contact your PCA
• Reach out to Apexus:
Gavin Magaha
gavin.magaha
@apexus.com

Please do the 1-minute evaluation

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/CMPTMS2

General Q&A
Reminder: Qs submitted in advance get priority.

Pharmacy Slide Pricing
• The 340B program has no requirements or expectations regarding how much patients should be
charged for 340B drugs
• BPHC has sliding fee scale (SFS) rules for pharmacy – but they apply only to the “service”
component of the charge (similar to pdf).
- HRSA does not require that the ingredient cost be subject to a SFS; however, FQHCs can apply
one if they choose.
- BPHC’s standard SFS rules apply to the dispensing fee – ex: no more than nominal fee below
100%; at least three classes between 101% - 200% FPL, no discount above 200%. For example:
Above 200%
Between 101 - 200% FPL Below 100% FPL
FPL
168 - 200%:
$6
$8

134 - 167%

$4

101-133%

$2

$0

• The SFS can be structured differently for pharmacy than for other services.
• Currently, there is confusion re: SFS requirements at contract pharmacies

Other Questions?

Please do the 1-minute evaluation

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/CMPTMS2

